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Maui, the second largest and second youngest of the Hawaiian Island chain, is home to a diversity

of unique sights that makes it one of the world&#x92;s top resort destinations. Maui; Images of the

Valley Island is a small, hardbound, easy-to-carry book which allows readers to witness the majesty

of Haleakala at sunrise, the giants of the sea as they surface off the historic town of Lahaina, the

winding road to Hana and to soar above Iao valley through 46 individual photographs by talented

island photographer Douglas Peebles. Priced at only $6.95 it&#x92;s the perfect keepsake, gift and

souvenir.
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If you've traveled the island of Maui at all, this picture book has the type of photographs you wish

you had taken, plus plenty of aerial shots of places you've probably been. At only 8.25" wide and

6.75" tall, it's a relatively small book that doesn't take up a lot of room - which I like. And,

considering that most of the pictures are either 5x7 or panoramic views (4" x 14.75") that take up

two pages, I think it's a very well-designed book that provides a lot of value.The picture selection is

very diverse, and contrary to another review here, I don't think it has too many volcano pictures.

Only 4 of the 43 images are about Haleakala, and even of those four the subject matter and image

framing is diverse.For anyone who's been to the island, flipping through the pages is like a trip down

memory lane. In fact, with just about every picture you'll probably find yourself saying "I remember

seeing that."Considering the very inexpensive price, there's a lot of value here. It's just a great little

book with a wide variety of well-selected images. You will first find yourself reliving the feelings and



emotions you had when you were there, and then you will probably be looking at your calendar

saying, "when can I go there again?"

Beautiful

Wonderful photography and very informative.

Good photos.

Very nice book only thing is thought it would be bigger, but other than that really nice, Arrived ahead

of schedule.

Visited the Hawaiian Islands this year, and this book is full of photographs that take you right back to

the beauty of the islands. It's like a photo album by a professional photographer.

Nothing special at all in this book so I suggest you save your money and google around for images

of Hawaii instead.

This is not the larger book that I thought it was. Way to small and the print quality was poor.I
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